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25+
SPECIALIST ENGINEERS

125+
YEARS OF TECHNICAL 
YACHTING EXPERIENCE

BOND TM: 
DELIVERING EXCELLENCE 
THROUGH EXPERIENCE

Well executed technology can transform a good superyacht experience into 

something truly outstanding. AV, IT and communications systems are critical for 

any owner’s or guest’s satisfaction while onboard, keeping you online, in touch 

and entertained. 

As pioneers in yachting technology, we have led the way in our field of consultancy 

for almost a decade, working on the most significant projects in the world. 

Whether you need consultancy on a new build project, ongoing support for an 

operational vessel from our specialist engineers, or a review of your current onboard 

system, Bond TM will develop the solution with you. 

Let Bond TM be the backbone of your technology system, bringing the best experience 

possible to your superyacht through expert guidance and support.
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WILL FAIMATEA 
BOND TM DIRECTOR & FOUNDER

Having spent close to a decade at sea on superyachts as an electronics engineer, it became 

my vision and goal to create a new service where shipyards, owners and their representatives 

could receive the highest level of technical advice without committing to an audio visual, IT 

and communication system years before the project was delivered. 

Now into our 10th year as Bond Technology Management, I feel very privileged to continue 

to be involved with the industry. Technology is in every part of all our lives and Bond TM has 

grown significantly in size and scope, as have the projects on which we work.

I’m very proud to say we have been significantly involved with what are currently the two largest 

yachts in the world, and have a core team that has been with me since the beginning. This year, 

we are offering a more complete recruitment and training solution to help those wanting to get 

into the industry or find an ETO. Having been given the opportunity to become an ETO 22 years 

ago, I’m pleased to be able to create a service for those seeking a career in yachting.

We have a talented group of over 25 engineers, including former crew members, which helps 

us immensely when it comes to designing and recommending systems that are both functional 

and manageable. Over 125 years of technical yachting experience assists us in every aspect 

of our work, from choosing the right systems for your needs before construction starts, right 

through to upgrades during refit periods. 

Our team appreciates the importance of looking after our clients to maintain long and 

trusting relationships.  We  currently provide operational support for dozens of superyachts, 

working with ETOs or providing support to engineers in lieu of a specialist onboard. 

Will Faimatea,  

Director & Founder
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HOW WE WORK 
PROFESSIONALISM & DISCRETION

Our aim is to help you make informed decisions through clear guidance, delivering 

projects to meet the highest of expectations. We take away the risk by controlling 

time and cost at every stage, with an in-house team of experts from the full range of 

technology fields, from electronic and broadcast engineers to former AV/IT engineers 

on yachts and project managers for new builds and refits.

Over 25 specialist engineers offer reassurance that all the aspects of your onboard 

technology will be engineered and managed professionally and with balanced 

expertise on the very best cutting-edge systems for new build projects, operational 

procedures and system upgrades when it’s time for a refit.

AN ORIGINAL APPROACH
We formulate functional and technical specifications that are based on your needs after 

thorough discussions with you and your team, not replicated from past projects, and 

remain with you for every step in your journey of superyacht ownership. We can create 

bespoke user interfaces to offer a consistent experience for your yachts and residences.

TAKING BOND TM ASHORE 
AT HOME & AT SEA   

Move seamlessly between your yacht and residences with familiarity. Our expertise 

translates to any location, and our engineers have worked on projects of all scales 

across the globe. From private apartments to large stately homes, there is nothing for 

which we are not prepared. Learn more about how we work on land-based residential 

projects on page 18.
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NEW CONSTRUCTION:  
BOND NEW BUILD

We find the most suitable technology  

to match your needs, starting at the 

design and planning stages of your new 

build project. We focus on developing 

systems that are user-friendly, functional 

and maintainable. We lead the project  

through the build phases, giving  

you control and oversight.  

See more on page 10

OPERATIONAL SUPPORT:  
BOND SUPPORT SERVICES

Whatever the size your superyacht – from 30m 

to 180m – the onboard team will receive regular 

support and assistance to securely and reliably 

run your technology systems, from IT and AV to 

communications systems. 

See more on page 12

UPGRADES:  
BOND REFIT

If well managed, system repairs and upgrades 

can be carried out on time and on budget 

with little to no down time. Understanding the 

operational needs of a superyacht and having 

a strong support team puts Bond in an ideal 

position to prepare and execute refit and repair 

work of your technology systems over a yard 

period. Working with Bond frees up your captain 

and engineers to focus on other areas during 

this busy and stressful period. 

See more on page 14

PROFESSIONAL CREW SUPPORT:  
BOND CONCIERGE & TECHMATE

We understand that a great experience with AV, IT  

and communications systems starts with your 

onboard team. Bond has therefore developed a range 

of services and solutions to help your professional 

crew. From specialist courses in superyacht IT and AV 

to finding the best in the business to place onboard, 

our Techmate service is a job placement and 

recruitment service to help individuals find their dream 

job or talented engineers.  

See more on page 16

REVIEWS & SURVEYS :  
BOND CONSULTANCY

Our team can carry out an onboard review at any  

point in your yacht’s life cycle to provide reports on 

performance and areas for improvement, without bias 

towards recommendations for system upgrades.   

See more on pages 10-15 

THE YACHT’S LIFE CYCLE  

LET US ADD A LEVEL OF STABILITY

Bond TM’s team offers consistent expertise and guidance at every step of your yacht’s life cycle, 

through our high staff retention rates. Whether you come to us for a short-term consultancy 

or are looking for long-term support, we offer a solution for you and your onboard team.

08

24-HOUR SUPPORT:  
BOND SUPPORT SERVICES

Whether you have your own skilled 

staff onboard or not, Bond offers a 

proactive service with a dedicated 

team of support engineers who have 

hands-on superyacht experience and 

a broad range of skills. When it comes 

to 24-hour support, you will know the 

difference with Bond.  

See more on page 12
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WHAT OUR CLIENTS SAY  

WORDS OF ASSURANCE
YACHT REFERENCES  

A HISTORY OF QUALITY

“In recent new build projects, 

Bond TM has helped us to very 

accurately produce a functional 

and technical specification 

which represents the owner’s 

requirements fully. This has 

enabled the owner’s team to go 

forward with Bond TM, to source 

suitable quotations from reliable 

contractors for the ultimate 

integration into the yacht, with 

Bond TM providing supervision 

throughout.”

Gary Wright, 
Managing Partner, Y.CO

“Bond’s specific technical 

knowledge and expertise has 

been invaluable to us over the 

course of multiple projects and 

acquisitions. Their specification of 

scope and accurate explanation 

of issues has greatly assisted us in 

controlling costs and timelines for 

our clients. We look forward to 

working with Bond TM again 

in the future.”

Anthony Sands, 
Founder & CEO, Edge Yachts

“Bond TM has been selected for 

several projects, both residential 

and yachting, and I have been very 

impressed with the company’s 

knowledge and commitment, from 

the inception to conclusion. Bond 

has a team of highly skilled project 

managers and engineers. I know 

I can rely on them to undertake 

the complexity of specification 

works, oversee the bidding process 

and installation of AV/IT and 

communications systems. 

“I highly recommend Bond TM for any 

prospective new build as a great asset 

to a smooth process and also for refit 

of existing yachts.”

Scott Marina, 
Owner’s Representative

“When we researched this 

position, Will Faimatea was the 

one name that came up time and 

again as highly recommended in 

conjunction with the vessels 

we most admired.”

Captain Clive Goulding

NEW BUILD

M/Y Triple Seven 68m 2006

M/Y Turmoil 64m 2006

M/Y Wind 59m 2007

M/Y Mayan Queen (IV) 92m 2008

M/Y Sarafsa 82m 2008

M/Y Lady Lara 59m 2009

M/Y Oberon 51m 2009

M/Y Silver Angel 43m 2009

M/Y Vibrant Curiosity 86m 2009

M/Y Eclipse 162m 2010

M/Y Luna 115m 2010

M/Y Sunrays 85m 2010

M/Y Titan 78m 2010

M/Y Umbra 51m 2010

M/Y Alpha 62m 2011

M/Y Sapphire 74m 2011

M/Y Tango 78m 2011

M/Y Flying Fox 74m 2012

M/Y Mogambo 74m 2012

M/Y Azzam 180m 2013

M/Y Sea Owl 62m 2014

Project Orchid 91m

M/Y Project 1 72m

M/Y Project 2 81m

M/Y Project 3 62m

M/Y Project 4 156m

M/Y Project 5 90m

M/Y Project 6 90m

REFIT

M/Y Astrid Conroy 58m

M/Y Ecstasea 86m

M/Y Kogo 72m

M/Y Lady Lara 59m

M/Y Marina Wonder 38m

M/Y Oberon 82m

M/Y Pelorus 115m

M/Y Polar Star 63m

M/Y Queen K 73m

M/Y Sea Rhapsody 66m

M/Y Shadowl 43m

M/Y Siren 74m

M/Y Sussurro 50m

M/Y Spirit 55m

M/V Sputnik 60m

M/Y Triple Seven 68m

M/Y Turquoise 55m

M/Y *** 67m

M/Y *** 80m

M/Y *** 120+m

“I have been fortunate to use 

Bond over the years and they 

have provided solutions to 

seemingly impossible problems 

on several occasions. I would 

not hesitate to recommend 

Bond to anyone looking for a 

professional, forward thinking 

company who take pride in their 

work - a pleasure to work with.”

Captain Mike Carr, 
Captain 82m M/Y
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COMMISSIONING 
Bond will utilise its specialists to 

commission and accept the systems as 

per the specifications. This will provide 

you with the reassurance that the 

expectations are met and the systems 

are well tested before acceptance. 

CONSULTANCY 
We are able to step into a newly 

signed or an ongoing project and 

offer guidance, advice and resolution 

coordination when things need 

setting back on track. 

BOND NEW BUILD 

VISUALISING YOUR DREAM RIGHT FROM THE START

IDENTIFY REQUIREMENTS 

It is crucial that your expectations and your 

project’s unique demands are considered, 

putting your practical considerations 

first. We translate your tastes and needs 

into technological requirements, without 

a need to commit to a specific system 

integrator or system.

FUNCTIONAL SPECIFICATIONS 
We define the features of your future 

system to match the quality of your 

expectations and budget, giving you 

access to a decade of our company’s 

experience.

Often shipyards will need technical data 

before integrators are selected. Bond can 

provide detailed system requirements, so 

the future quality of your system is not 

compromised and your expectations 

are met.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

We’ve been leading the way for 10 

years. Our detailed, bespoke technical 

specifications allow competing 

integrators to provide you with ‘apples 

to apples’ quotes, by demanding specific 

levels of system performance. Our 

weighted scoring system objectively rates 

each quotation from subcontractors and 

integrators, helping you to choose the 

best option for your particular needs.

BUILD MANAGEMENT 
Bond’s team will project manage 

and liaise between designers, integrators, 

the shipyard and owner or their 

representatives to ensure clear channels 

of communication and quality assurance 

on a build project. We protect your 

interests by ensuring integrators and 

subcontractors meet their contractual 

and quality requirements, and provide 

you with regularly updated plans and 

status reports on the project.

“We have just completed two projects with the 

same integrator, and Bond TM was involved 

with one of the projects. The positive attributes 

that Bond TM brought to the table made the 

two projects as different as night and day for 

us. The professionalism, level of technical 

knowledge and excellence that Bond TM brings 

to a project should not be underestimated.”

Andrew Langton, Reymond Langton Design

“Bond rescued us out of a very 

tricky situation. They are the nip 

and tuck of AV/IT.”

Michael Breman, Lürssen Yachts

“Bond’s involvement and direction came at 

a critical time and the company’s expertise 

in recognising and circumventing potential 

problems was invaluable.”

Captain Phil Walsh, M/Y Turmoil
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BOND SUPPORT SERVICES 
EXPERT TEAMS ON HAND, WHEREVER YOU ARE

VIRTUAL ETO® 

Our Virtual ETO® service was created to 

provide remote support for superyachts 

without an onboard AV/IT specialist. We 

also offer support to complement your 

ETO and to provide a consistent and 

broader knowledge base over the life 

of the vessel. 

Some companies offer support through 

their field engineers; with Virtual ETO®, the 

difference is clear. Our dedicated team of 

specialist engineers is on hand to give 24-

hour telephone and online support. No 

matter what the time or where you are, we 

treat your emergency as our emergency.

ONLY THE BEST HARDWARE 
Bond routinely deploys onto yachts 

and manages the latest Enterprise IT 

technologies designed to meet the 

needs of larger organisations, offering 

the highest level of reliability, scalability, 

performance and security. This includes 

our in-house private email hosting 

solution. 

Many of our AV/IT engineers started their 

careers in the commercial technology 

sector, but now also have operational 

experience on superyachts, so we 

understand that owners demand the 

highest levels of service.

AUTOMATED MONITORING & 
AV/IT SUPPORT 
Bond was the first to bring AV/IT support 

services to yachting. This allows us to find 

and fix many of your onboard problems, 

even while your crew sleeps. We 

proactively service your system to avoid 

failures and provide service reports of 

our team’s work.

“The particular AV and IT requirements of this yacht are quite specific and 

a high level of operation is required. We do not have an ETO onboard and 

have found the support and maintenance of our systems is a full time job. 

We have found Bond TM to be extremely dependable, and instrumental in 

raising the level of our systems to match the desired goals.”

Capt Julian Cox, M/Y Sea Rhapsody

“Whenever I have even the smallest issue, 

any time of day, pretty much within the hour 

someone responds to my support request and 

starts working on solving the problem.”

Capt Carl Westerlund, M/Y Tango

REPAIRS & UPGRADES 
Sometimes a quick fix is all that is 

required. Our team of engineers has 

amassed real-world AV/IT experience 

in yachting; we understand the fast 

pace of yachting and high standards of 

yacht owners. Bond prioritises putting 

solutions in motion, whether for network 

problems or hardware upgrades. If a 

solution cannot be found remotely, 

our engineers will come to your yacht, 

achieving brief down times, no matter 

where your yacht is located.

TITAN MARINE NETWORKS 
A part of Bond Support Services 

since 2014, Titan Marine Networks is 

a market leader in TVRO and VSAT 

service and installation, having 

successfully serviced over 1,000 

marine terminals worldwide. 

The Titan Marine Networks team is 

always on the move, providing antenna 

deployment and service to yachts 

anywhere in the world within 48 hours 

of their call.

In 2013, Titan Marine Networks was 

awarded MTN Platinum Provider status; 

the first and only company with this 

accolade in Europe.

 

A-KNOWLEDGE CRESTRON 
With over 12 years of experience 

successfully solving the toughest 

problems in Crestron programming, 

A-Knowledge has yet to find a device 

that can’t be controlled. 

The company’s founders have trained 

over 200 technicians in the art of 

programming and continue to offer 

courses to Bond’s clients.

As part of the Bond Group, 

A-Knowledge provides valuable fault 

analysis of Crestron programming as 

well as a strong partner for our 

refit service.



BOND REFIT  
UPGRADING ON TIME AND ON BUDGET

TECHNOLOGY SURVEYS 
Prior to a refit period, we can 

provide technology surveys, offering 

straight advice and direct facts on the 

best upgrade solutions for your needs. 

We are also able to assist in dispute 

resolution with impartial analysis.

IDENTIFY REQUIREMENTS 
We have worked on some of the most 

challenging superyacht refit projects in 

the world, some which other companies 

have been unable to complete.

Bond Support Services will undertake 

your AV, IT and communication 

requirements and upgrade your system 

in a fast and efficient manner, as 

all refits require. 

STRATEGICALLY LOCATED                     
With our offices in Northern Europe 

and in the Mediterranean, we are able 

to utilise these locations to your benefit 

and minimise travel expenses. 

With Bond Support Services, you can 

be sure to receive specialist engineers 

and not generalists, to bring you the 

expertise in refit for which Bond is 

known.

“I had an excellent review of shipboard electronics and am very impressed 

with Bond TM. [The team] arrived well prepared for an in-depth discussion 

at the component level for every piece of electronics onboard. [They have] 

as good a knowledge base across a broad spectrum of equipment as I 

have seen.”

Captain Rob Wright

“Bond TM tailored an entire AV and 

communications upgrade for a 73m yacht to 

ensure that we bought what was needed and 

followed up with a valuable support service.”

Captain Richard David

“When speaking to a contractor I have trusted 

for many years about our refit challenges, he 

could not have been quicker or more insistent 

that I talk to Bond, and if we were truly serious 

about refitting M/Y Marina Wonder properly, 

they were the company we should use. He 

was proven completely correct. I would happily 

recommend Bond to any yacht looking for an 

AV/IT refit. I do this with the utmost confidence 

and enthusiasm. I look forward to working with 

them on any projects that I find myself involved 

with in the future, in fact, they will be the first 

people I call.”

Chief Engineer James Thomson 
M/Y Marina Wonder
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TECHNOLOGY CONCIERGE
HELPING PROFESSIONAL CREW TO BETTER SERVE YACHTS

With our expanding levels of 

knowledge and service, we are 

offering a ‘front door’ to the company, 

which will be staffed and clients will 

be afforded all of the Bond Group’s 

services under the banner “Bond 

Technology Concierge. Whether it is a 

minor inquiry or a “mission impossible” 

scenario, our Technology Concierge 

is there to get what you need.

Typical services include: 

• Satellite TV cards 

• GSM cards 

• VSAT airtime and installation 

• AV, IT and comms service or survey                        

• Crew training courses 

• ETO placement and recruitment 

• New build technology management 

• Refit management

TRAINING COURSES 
We offer the industry’s first IT and 

AV courses specifically tailored to 

superyacht crew members, whether they 

are looking for their first position in the 

role or want to brush up on their skills 

as an experienced ETO. Our courses 

focus on ‘real life’ yachting scenarios and 

offer a hands-on approach to effective 

problem-solving onboard. Endorsed by 

the PYA, our trainers, who are staff, have 

onboard superyacht experience and are 

certified by Microsoft, Cisco, Crestron 

and Seatel. 

AVAILABLE COURSES FROM BOND TM

Level 1 IT 2 days

Level 2 IT 3 days

Yacht 1 AV 2 days

VSAT & TVRO 2 days
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BOND
CONCEPT

CLIENT

SUPERYACHT NEW YORK LONDON ZURICH

RESIDENTIAL PROJECTS 
FAMILIARITY ACROSS HOMES & YACHTS

We understand that you should be able to seamlessly transition between your 

residences and offices, with familiarity and ease. Once we know your preferences 

and needs, Bond TM creates a unique user interface and overall experience that is 

then communicated to local integrators in the locations of your assets across the 

globe. For past clients, we have managed the technology systems at up to 12 sites 

at once, and our team will carry out final checks to ensure the system meets the 

Bond TM standard. This streamlined system offers a more cost effective and 

efficient process for you and your estate managers.

 

RESIDENTIAL PROJECT REFERENCES

Aoyama Tokyo

Casa del Mare South of France

Chalet Gstaad

Chalet Courchevel

Clarges London

E 64th St New York

Herakles St Tropez

Hotel Aurelio Lech

La Croe South of France

Le Rocher South of France

Lowndes Sq London

Private Washington DC

Siheyan House Beijing

St James London

Tegernsee Germany

Villa Cappacia Sardinia

Villa Modena Italy

LOCAL INTEGRATORS

UNIQUE USER INTERFACE

COST EFFECTIVE DESIGN TRANSFER
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OUR LOCATIONS  

TO PROVIDE 24-HOUR SUPPORT

MONACO    BARCELONA    PALMA    AMSTERDAM    HAMBURG    BRISBANE    CYPRUS

CONTACT US 

Tel: +377 9798 5893
Email: info@bondtm.com
Website: www.bondtm.com



DELIVERING EXCELLENCE THROUGH EXPERIENCE 

www.bondtm.com


